. . . the response of most national labor, environmental, and civil rights organizations, as well as the Democratic Party, has been to adopt explicitly conciliatory, pro-corporate strategies. In so doing, they have distanced themselves from and undermined local campaigns for economic and environmental justice [1, p. x].
We have witnessed over the past year the emergence of a new international movement demanding greater social equality and respect for human rights. One of the important achievements of the Occupy movement has been to point out the existence of an emperor class, effectively demonstrating that the trickle-down rhetoric of the 1% and its defenders is analogous to the new suit worn by the Emperor in Hans Christian Anderson's tale. Like the innocent boy in the tale, the Occupy movement has pointed out that the emperor is wearing no clothes-that there is no trickle-down, but instead mass theft of the commons. The 1% has stolen financial wealth, and it uses this theft to commit what Kazis and Grossman named "environmental job blackmail." For the sake of accumulating great wealth and profit the capitalists ravage planetary resources, not the least of which are human workers, and devastate ecosystems. (See books by John Bellamy Foster published by the Monthly Review Press for some of the best analysis and discussion about this.)
Labor unions and health and safety and environmental activists push back against this corporate malfeasance, calling for enforcement of existing regulations as well as enactment and enforcement of new regulations. Those movements are also calling for clean energy, sustainable production, and a transition to a green economy. Environmental job blackmail is the response from the captains of finance and industry. They tell us that clean energy will cost jobs and domestic fossil fuel production will create jobs, and that regulations kill jobs and deregulation supports the job creators. They further suggest that if lack of enforced regulation kills workers and poisons communities, these are tolerable sacrifices in exchange for jobs. When inherently dangerous industrial systems fail, as happened with the BP Deepwater Horizon well, we are assured by industry and government that rather than make a transition to a different kind of economy and systems of production and consumption, all we need to do is make sure that practices are changed based on the lessons learned from yet another massive oil spill and the death of 11 workers. Dislocated communities? Environmental contamination? All will be made whole, we are assured, once we get everyone back to work. And you do want to get back to work, don't you?
Such simplistic thinking rankles amidst one of the deepest economic recessions since the Great Depression of the 1930s. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported official unemployment statistics for November 2011 as 13.3 million unemployed persons (8.6% unemployment rate), with 5.7 million of those being unemployed for 27 or more weeks (43% of all the unemployed) [2] . The BLS has another formula though, referred to as U-6, which includes everyone who is officially unemployed, "plus all persons marginally attached to the labor force, plus total employed part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all persons marginally attached to the labor force" [3] . Got that? The bottom line here is that officially, there is another measure that shows the U.S. unemployment rate for November 2011 at 15.6 percent, indicating that more than 24 million people are unemployed. 1 In the face of this dislocation, it's pretty easy to see why environmental job blackmail is such a successful strategy for convincing the working class that safe and healthy jobs and communities just aren't worth demanding. This systematic failure to deliver jobs is intentional. Full employment is not on the ruling class's agenda; in fact, they would like us to believe that 4 percent unemployment is full employment. They would also have us believe that immigrant workers are the cause of the massive unemployment in the United States. Instead, the global waves of immigration over the past 40 years are largely the result of a new globalized economy that forces workers to compete internationally to generate the greatest wealth for capital.
Full employment, and the social commitment to full employment, provide the working class the leverage to reduce the accumulation of wealth by capital. Profits have to be used to provide well-paid jobs for workers. Wealth needs to be spread to establish social equality. A commitment to full employment gives the working class, as organized labor, greater power to maintain the commons, protecting environments and ecosystems and strengthening the public sector. It provides economic and political power to establish and maintain strong public education, public health, public safety, libraries, public postal systems, community-based police and fire protection, a social justice system that is not beholden to the corporate elite, conservation lands and parks, and a government regulatory and enforcement apparatus that can guide sustainable production and development. The latter would protect the health and safety of working people, aims to eliminate pollution from industrial sources, and works to minimize the production of waste. It would ensure safe transportation systems, the regulated distribution of utilities for communication, energy, a supply of potable water, and wastewater treatment. The public sector also provides a means for more neutral scientific research which can be regulated to promote ethical conduct.
Above all else though, full employment allows workers to make demands and even withhold their labor through strikes without fear of being replaced by the unemployed among them. We could begin to roll back President Reagan's Professional Air Traffic Controllers' Association (PATCO) strike policies. Not only would it be harder to fire 11,345 workers, but labor solidarity would be buoyed by a fully employed working class. In this issue of New Solutions, Larry Stoffman writes of the need to establish workers' environmental rights, with the right to refuse to pollute at the "top of the list" [4] . What a boon for workers if they could no longer be coerced to participate in poisoning their communities and defiling the planet which provides them with sustenance. Why, workers might even not have to engage in making weapons to kill workers in other lands. Change from one system to another does not happen over night. We have nearly a century of research that shows us that the modes of production in many industries impose substantial harm on public environmental health. Populations of workers will be displaced and put out of work as industries must be discontinued and the commerce they supported ends or is greatly diminished. Tony Mazzocchi, a visionary Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union (OCAW) leader who early on worked to unite labor and other social movements, called for a Superfund for Workers. The fund would support workers who lost their jobs when their industries were shut down or greatly diminished in order to protect public health and the environment. Later, the OCAW trained its members, other unions, and environmentalists in the concept of a "just transition." Building on Tony's Superfund for Workers concept, the principle of planning for and implementing just transition can be applied to all strategies to establish sustainable production and consumption, across all movements that work for democracy, social equality, and sustainable development.
Capital's chorus warns that jobs will be killed through regulations that aim to improve workers' rights to form and belong to unions, have healthy and safe working conditions, a safe and clean environment, and freedom from exploitation. More than 20 years ago, however, in the introduction to Fear at Work, Kazis and Grossman provided us with the vision and guidance to counter that fear-mongering. It remains a vision to adopt. . . . the defense of both jobs and the environment requires action in local communities and at the point of production. Destroy the integrity of an ecosystem and the productive capacity of its people, and there will be no jobs for anyone. Transition strategies must therefore try to solve economic and ecological dilemmas simultaneously or they will fail to solve either. Struggles for jobs and for environmental quality therefore converge to form a challenge to the prevailing patterns of investment and production, (and) to the unequal power relations between employers and employed, (and) between polluters and those who suffer [1, p. xxv] .
